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One of the memories that I have of Noyes Lab was fixed upon me shortly after my arrival to the 

U of I in 1973. Some of the new graduate students who had not yet selected an advisor were 

assigned desk space in the bowels of the basement of Noyes Lab. The rooms were poorly lighted, 

stuffed with old wooden furniture, and the floors were poured, uneven concrete. In one place, 

you could see a pile of dirt behind a fenced-off area. I'm sure that these amenities added 

quaintness and character to the building, but to most of us it was a big incentive to quickly select 

an advisor.  

My favorite memory of Noyes Lab is the beautiful woodwork throughout the building and also 

the high ceilings. This is a building with character and timeless beauty. In some ways, it was like 

working in a museum. It is definitely true that they don't build them like that anymore.  
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